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PREFACE 
 

Rejoice! The Goddesses and Gods are real!   
 
The word “worship”, which once meant respect, has been a barrier to communion with Deities. How can 
perfected Beings commune with us when we offer them obsequious prostration, with all our psychic 
senses closed down?  
 
The Rainbow Flow of Divine Life, circulates through inter-communion spirals, pervading all beings. As 
we progress, we extend this awareness from Spirit Guides to the sphere of Angels and Devas who are 
advanced beyond us, and are therefore our teachers. The culmination of Divine Beings emanating from a 
Heavenly Sphere comes when we are ready for it, and can enjoy it. In Heaven there is no fear, nor evil. 
Why should we object to various names religious people give to these beings? For instance, the one I call 
the Wanderer, the Shamanic Deity, is known in the North as Odin; to Greeks as Zeus, and to the ancient 
Irish as the Dagda Mor. The name of the companion who assists the Wandering Shaman is known as 
Baldour the Beautiful, Mercury, Hermes, or Aengus Og.  
 
Let us enjoy the reality of the whole company of heaven, without religious conflict.  
 
All beings are part of the cosmic hierarchy.  
 
Olivia Robertson 
July 14, 2013 
  

INTRODUCTION 

“SACRED PLACES.” 
 

All Ancient Faiths had deep roots in some earthly home, which meant the mother to them. We think of 
Jerusalem, Mecca, Glastonbury, The Great Pyramid, and above all the Sphinx.  
 
I, Olivia, was told from Spirit, in 1948, that my brother and I were to work for a Centre of Light at 
Clonegal. Clonegal is a mile from the meeting of the waters, where the castle is built, and where the river 
of healing, the Slaney, is joined by the river of the Oak, the River Derry. Where they join, there is an 
island of swans. In a vision, I was shown by angelic beings, a view of the castle from the sky. Light 
poured from the castle, and, I gathered the source of the light was from the well of Truth, St. Brigid's 
Holy Well.  
 
For some years, my brother worked on energy coming from the granite from which the castle is built. 
Some underground source of psychic power, and also the white and silver power, like water, descending 
from the sky into the well. My brother was told from Spirit, that the well was for the healing of Ireland, 
and that the rainbow colours emanating from the dark, black earth energy from underneath the dungeon, 
was for the world. We were told to welcome people from all over the world, for healing, blessing, and 
psychic vision.  
 



At this time of the New Aeon, 2013, I feel we are to activate this sacred place of Dana, Tara, and Brigid, 
Daneann goddesses of Ireland. All three have come to me in visions along with the Archangel Michael 
and the God Aengus Og.  
 
On the grounds, at an angle to the Castle, is the Old Abbey ruin, with a magnificent stone altar. These act 
as Priory of the Noble Order of Tara. We have performed there ceremonies regularly. The grove of trees 
in the wilderness near the lake and the island which is the cauldron of the God Dagda, and river Derry of 
the Goddess Morrigan; this is the Grove of the Druid Clan of Dana, where ceremonies have been held for 
many years.  
 
The rainbow Circle of Brigid have the honour of giving forth the well water to those in need. Each cup 
represents the Holy Grael of the New Aeon. All members spread Brigid’s rainbow rays throughout the 
world for healing, sent forth with wisdom and love. Any solitary member can enjoy the healing and 
vision from the well and from the rainbow rays of Brigid: Love, Beauty and Truth.  
 
Olivia Robertson 
June 20, 2013 
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